
Starke Arvid Waste Bin
For a cleaner and safer workplace

In Sweden we have a saying that goes neat and tidy, wages on 
Friday, but our Waste Trolley offers instant rewards because it 
reduces wastage from day one. It simplifies recycling and 
provides a cleaner and safer workplace with fewer risks for 
accidents. A clean workplace leads to greater efficiency, which 
benefits everybody.

Together with the other products in our range, the Waste 
Trolley contributes to smoother flows, like when transporting 
plasterboard off-cuts to the Chipper and emptying with the 
Waste Tipper. Our Waste Trolley is sturdy and rugged and puts 
cheaper lookalikes to shame.

Product Features
The lockable swivel caster and the large pneumatic tyres 
make the Waste Trolley easy to manoeuvre. Being able to 
see over the edge helps you avoid collisions. The bin has 
drainage holes in the corners so can be left outdoors in all 
weathers. The wheels and edging will not leave black marks 
and the bin has crane lifting eyes so will not occupy the lift 
when taking in and out of the building. 

• A full 400 litres in which to collect waste material
or tools

• Reduces the risk of tripping on rubbish and waste
materials

• The large pneumatic tyres and swivel castor make
it easy to manoeuvre

• Lifting eyes for transporting by crane

All Starke Arvid’s products are designed and manufactured in Sweden © Starke Arvid 2011



Technical Specifications

Product Number 14000

SRA code 161122

Load capacity 750 kg

Width  750 mm

Length 1530 mm

Height 930 mm

Weight 80 kg

Put your waste where it belongs and avoid extra work.Our Waste Trolley can make its way just about anywhere.

The Waste Trolley is an easily manoeuvred vessel for collecting waste where it is created, thus avoiding double work. The trolley is 
part of a concept for the effective recycling of plasterboard and other waste.

Optional 

Lockable lid,

Detailed Technical Specifications and Directions for Use are 
available at www.starkearvid.se – Phone: +46 (0)522-22 000
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Lifting eyes for transporting 
and emptying by crane

The non-blackening 
edging reduces the 
risk of impact damage 
and discoloration

The large pneumatic tyres and lockable swivel castor 
make it easy to manoeuver indoors and outdoors

Emptying eye


